DeadEasy 32
Product Bulletin No.2
The future of DeadEasy 31?

DeadEasy 32 has been released to supersede DeadEasy 31. Importantly, DeadEasy 32 operation is almost identical to that of DeadEasy 31. However, DeadEasy 32 parts are not interchangeable with DeadEasy 31 parts.

The new release introduces new features and design improvements. With the improved manufacturability of DeadEasy 32 we are able to reduce DeadEasy 32 pricing by nearly 10%!

DeadEasy 31 stock will only been supplied to existing customers following the 15th of June 2016 until it is depleted. If you already have DeadEasy on your site, one possible way of accommodating the change is:

- All future purchases = DeadEasy 32
- Acquire a DeadEasy 32 now such that in the event of a future DeadEasy 31 part failure, the DeadEasy 31 can be swapped out with a DeadEasy 32 and the working DeadEasy 31 parts can be used as future spares.

The release of DeadEasy 32 is a significant milestone for DeadEasy and demonstrates our commitment to provide the best solution to the challenge of low voltage, electrical isolation verification.